The Physics Inventory of Quantitative Literacy (PIQL), a reasoning inventory under development, aims to assess students' physics quantitative literacy at the introductory level. PIQL's design presents the challenge of isolating types of mathematical reasoning that are independent of each other in physics questions. In its current form, PIQL spans three principle reasoning subdomains previously identified in mathematics and physics education research: ratios and proportions, covariation, and signed (negative) quantities. An important psychometric objective is to test the orthogonality of these three reasoning subdomains. We present results from exploratory factor analysis, confirmatory factor analysis, and module analysis that inform interpretations of the underlying structure of PIQL from a student viewpoint, emphasizing ways in which these results agree and disagree with expert categorization. In addition to informing the development of existing and new PIQL assessment items, these results are also providing exciting insights into students' quantitative reasoning at the introductory level.
I. INTRODUCTION
One major goal of university-level physics courses is the development of mathematical reasoning skills, but despite decades of research on the complex interplay between physics conceptual understanding and mathematical reasoning [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , measuring these skills has not gained as much popularity as strictly conceptual assessments such as the Force Concept Inventory or Force and Motion Conceptual Evaluation [7, 8] .
Assessing conceptual understanding is inherently easier than assessing generalized mathematical reasoning. The former is tied to specific physics contexts taught over a finite period, while the latter is ubiquitous across contexts and time. Physics education researchers have conducted qualitative case studies to probe students' mathematical reasoning and their transitions to expert-like reasoning (c.f., Refs. [9] [10] [11] ). While this method of research provides a rich view into how specific students reason in a particular context, little has been published that characterizes the process of emerging expert-like mathematical reasoning across multiple topics and for a large group of students. This paper proposes module analysis of a multiple-response mathematical reasoning instrument in physics contexts as a potential probe to help fill this gap in PER.
We have developed the Physics Inventory of Quantitative Literacy (PIQL) to meet the need for a robust and easily administered multiple-choice assessment to measure students' mathematical reasoning in the context of physics (a.k.a., physics quantitative literacy, PQL) [12] . The PIQL is intended to test three key components of PQL: ratio and proportion [13] , covariation [14] , and negativity [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . We use confirmatory factor analysis in the current study to determine whether students' responses to PIQL questions form patterns that are consistent with the intended groupings [20] .
We consider PQL to be a conceptual blend between physics concepts and mathematical reasoning [21] . In order to measure the complexity of ideas that students bring from both of these input spaces, we have chosen to include some multipleresponse (MR) questions in which students are instructed to "select all statements that must be true" from a given list, and to "choose all that apply" (emphasis in the original text). The MR question format has the potential to reveal more information about students' thinking than standard single-response (SR) questions, but it also poses problems with data analysis, as typical analyses of multiple-choice tests assume SR questions. In this paper we use two different methods to identify groups of questions evident in students' responses to PIQL questions and compare them to the groups defined by our three PQL constructs: factor analysis, which treats all questions the same way, assuming one correct response (or combination of responses) [20] , and module analysis, which considers each correct response individually, allowing for more detailed analyses of MR questions [22] . Each method has affordances and constraints, and comparing their results allows us to gain more insight into the ways in which students' response patterns do and do not mirror our PQL constructs.
Multiple-response questions have previously been used to allow for assessing the richness of reasoning associated with how mathematics is used in Junior-level electricity and magnetism [23] . Module analysis allows for finding patterns in student responses without constraining the responses to a dichotomous "all right"-or-wrong scoring scheme that is inherent in factor analysis [20, 22] . Data were collected in two different terms at a comprehensive public university in the Northwestern United States. The PIQL was given as a pretest during the first week of the term in three different calculus-based introductory physics classes: Mechanics (N = 821), Electricity and Magnetism (N = 701), and Thermodynamics and Waves (N = 585). These data do not form a matched set, but we take them as three snapshots in time, which may be representative of a progression through the introductory course sequence: before mechanics (PreMech), after mechanics and before E&M (PostMech), and after E&M (PostEM). Previous analyses of these data have shown that students' overall scores on the PIQL increase over time, so we can consider students progressing toward expertise through our data [24, 25] In the following sections we present the results of factor analysis and module analysis with regard to these three data sets. We compare the factors and modules with the groups of questions intended to test our three primary constructs of PQL: ratio and proportion (questions 1-6), covariation (questions [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , and negativity (questions [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . We show how students' responses are and are not consistent with these groups and suggest future avenues for analyzing PIQL data.
II. FACTOR ANALYSIS
Exploratory factory analysis (EFA) uses correlations between questions generated from student responses to identify questions that load onto the same factor [26] .Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) takes a researcher-specified factor model and estimates the question loading values to best reproduce the target correlation matrix. Using the model's estimated parameters, goodness-of-fit statistics can be calculated to verify whether or not the proposed model adequately represents the correlational grouping of the question on the assessment [27] .
Initially we compare the proposed question groups with the data by applying CFA and using the Confirmatory Fit Index (CFI) and Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI) as indicators of how well the data fit the model. We consider values of CFI and TLI above 0.90 to indicate agreement with the model [20] . We analyzed data from each term separately. In both cases, the CFI and TLI were below 0.8, indicating that the data do not support the proposed three groups.
Lacking strong CFA results, we used EFA to identify factors that may be determined directly from the data. We combined data from both terms, but separated them according to the course sequence: PreMech, PostMech, and PostEM. Par-TABLE I. Factor loadings by data set: questions with a loading of at least 0.25 are considered to load onto that factor. Horizontal lines show the breaks between groups corresponding with PQL constructs. The factor loadings do not support these groups. allel analysis suggested three factors be used in EFA for each of the classes, and the subsequent results of the EFA can be found in Table I . Questions with loading values of at least 0.25 were considered to belong to that factor. Table II shows the resulting factor structure for each of the three samples. While some questions seem to group together (e.g., 11 and 12 strongly load onto Factor 3 in all three data sets), the resulting factor structure is not consistent over time. Moreover, all factors contain questions that correspond with each of our PQL constructs. These results emphasize the dynamic nature of students' mathematical reasoning and suggests that the elements of PQL may be related in complex and subtle ways.
III. MODULE ANALYSIS
A limitation of factor analysis applied to multiple-choice assessments is that it requires dichotomous data in which every response is coded as either correct or incorrect. For multiple-response (MR) questions, dichotomous scoring methods require a student to choose all correct responses and only correct responses to be considered correct. This ignores the nuance and complexity of students' response pat- (4), (8), (9), 11, 12, 16, (18) terns within (and between) questions. In an effort to account for the complexity of student responses to MR questions, we applied module analysis for multiple-choice responses (MAMCR) to examine the network of student responses to PIQL questions [22] . MAMCR uses community detection algorithms to identify modules (a.k.a. communities, clusters, etc.) within networks of responses to multiple-choice questions. Brewe, Bruun, and Bearden used MAMCR to identify modules of incorrect responses to questions on the Force Concept Inventory [22] ; we have chosen to analyze a network of only correct responses to PIQL questions. The benefit of this method is that we can examine the patterns that arise from students' selections of each individual correct response, which preserves some of the complexity of MR questions: a student who chooses one correct response to a question with two correct responses is treated differently than a student who chooses only incorrect responses. A limitation of the way that we are using MAMCR is that we are ignoring whether or not a student chooses incorrect responses in addition to correct responses. Expanding the network to include correct and incorrect responses could address this limitation, but this is beyond the scope of the current study. We attempted to follow the methods for MAMCR presented by Brewe, Bruun, and Bearden as closely as possible [22] : we used the igraph package in the R programming language to create networks from students' response patterns [28, 29] ; we created a "backbone" network by applying the LANS algorithm (with α = 0.05) using code developed by Traxler, Gavrin, and Lindell [30, 31] ; and we attempted to use the InfoMap community detection algorithm multiple times to identify modules that are consistent across random fluctuations in the analysis [32, 33] . Unfortunately, like others, we were not able to obtain meaningful results using InfoMap, either within the igraph package or as a standalone program [34] . In the absence of clear guidelines regarding which community detection algorithm would be most relevant, we chose to compare the modules identified by six different algorithms available in igraph: Louvain, InfoMap, Spinglass, Fast and Greedy, Leading Eigenvalue, and Label Propagation. We feel confident that modules that are identified by multiple community detection algorithms are representative of the data. Figure 1 shows heatmaps representing the co-occurrence matrix for each data set. Each heatmap is symmetric about the diagonal, with the color of each cell representing how often each pair of responses (designated by row and column) cluster in the same module. Bright yellow indicates that two responses occur in the same module for all algorithms, and dark blue indicates that two responses are never clustered together [35] . The order of the responses along the axes of the heatmaps have been chosen to make it easier to visually identify modules; the order is not the same for all three data sets. Table III shows the modules that we identified for each data set by examining these heatmaps. It is clear that the modules are not the same in the three different data sets; this suggests that students' knowledge and experience affect the ways in which they answer PIQL questions. The PreMech results show two large modules (big yellow squares in Fig. 1a ) that are almost completely separate from one another, with two pairs of responses clustering with one of these bigger modules for one algorithm. Response 8B has an equal likelihood of being in either module. As with the EFA results, both of the large modules in PreMech contain responses associated with all three of the PQL constructs.
The PostMech (Fig. 1b) and PostEM (Fig. 1c) results also show 1-2 large modules that are mostly isolated from other responses, and a few smaller modules, but the differences between the heatmaps provide interesting insights into how student mathematical reasoning changes over time. For example, the large module in the PostEM results contains responses from both of the large modules in PreMech and both of the large modules in PostMech. Additionally, the number of small modules increases from PreMech to PostMech to PostEM. Contrast this to what might be expected for a hypothetical group of experts: true experts would answer all questions correctly, resulting in strong links between all correct responses, and all responses being in one coherent module. Our data show that as students progress toward expertise during the introductory sequence, modules become less coherent, not more. Additional data from upper-division students are needed to examine the continuation of this progression.
The MR questions with more than one correct response show some particularly interesting trends. Question 9 has three correct responses (9A, 9C, 9D) that group differently in each data set: all together in PreMech; 9C and 9D together but separate from 9A in Post Mech; and 9A and 9C mostly together but separate from 9D in PostEM. Question 16 has two correct responses (16C, 16D) that appear in different modules in both the PostMech and PostEM results, and question 17 has two correct responses (17D, 17G) that almost always Table IV . The response order along the axes was determined by a hierarchical clustering method using the heatmap function in the stats package in R [29] .
group together (and often separate from other responses).
The changes in module definitions over time led us to look for consistent patterns across the results, which may represent stable elements of student reasoning. For example: questions 11 and 12 always appear in the same module-often with question 8, and separate from others. Figure 2 combines all three heatmaps from Fig. 1 to show the average likelihood that each question pair occurs in the same module. Table IV lists the "submodules" that we have identified as being consistent across our analyses. Each of these submodules may be seen as a bright yellow/orange square along the diagonal in Fig. 2 , with submodule D (in the upper right corner) being the least cohesive (least bright). Some submodules are subsets of our PQL constructs: ratio and proportion (C), covariation (F and G), and negativity (H). Others include questions from two or three of these constructs (A, B, D, E, and I), emphasizing the connections between these constructs.
IV. COMPARING RESULTS
Comparing Tables II and III reveals substantial differences between the EFA and MAMCR results. Even the submodules in Table IV do not show up consistently in the factor definitions: for example, questions 5, 9, and 20 from submodule B do not have their strongest loadings on the same factor in any of the data sets. However, we can see some similar results. Questions 11 and 12 are always in the same factor (with very strong loadings in Table I ). Questions 18 and 19 always in the same factor. Questions 10 and 13 always have their strongest loadings in the same factor (although 10 could load on more than one factor for the PostMech and PostEM results). Perhaps the most consistent result across both analyses is that the clusters of questions/responses identified from the data change over time. Moreover, these clusters do not correspond with the groups defined by our PQL constructs. This suggests that either a) students' PQL cannot be separated into skills regarding ratio and proportion, covariation, and negativity, or b) their skills in these areas have developed similarly such that they are functionally equivalent. Regardless of the interpretation, MAMCR reveals complexity and structure that changes over time as students progress through the introductory sequence.
V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We have shown that two methods for identifying clusters of questions based on students' responses can yield differing results. The dynamics of these clusters provide windows into students' progression toward expertise. MAMCR also opens the possibilities for future work that goes beyond analysis of only correct responses by identifying modules of incorrect responses as well [22] . We plan to look more closely at the dynamics of these modules over time by using matched sets of responses collected from the same students at different times, and by expanding data collection beyond the introductory sequence. These longitudinal data will allow us greater confidence in claims regarding how students' response patterns change over time. The coupling of PIQL MR questions with MAMCR shows promise for finding patterns of emergent expertise in mathematical reasoning in introductory physics, and beyond, on a scale that cannot be achieved using qualitative research methods.
